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  What’s Happened: Autumn A 2022             

 Foundation Starfish                         

 

       

I love the story This 

is Our House. I like 

pretending to be 

angry when I am not 

allowed to play. 

I liked looking at the 

weather every day. I 

like putting the picture 

on the board in the 

morning. 

I liked telling everyone 

about my house and our 

motor home and 

explaining to everyone 

where we slept. 

I enjoyed developing my 

mouse skills in the 

computer room and can 

click and drag pictures to 

make a house. 
I like construction 

so have really 

enjoyed building 

houses with Duplo, 

bricks and boxes 

I enjoyed using the 

computer to make 

houses with 

different shapes. 

I loved reading the story 

This is Our House. I liked 

telling people they were not 

allowed in the house and 

acting out the story. 

I like the Colour 

Monster story 

and role 

playing being 

happy, sad and 

angry. 

It was fun 

making 

houses with 

big boxes 

and crawling 

inside then 

acting out 

the story. 

I was so excited to go to 

Forest School. I liked 

exploring on my own 

and climbed over and 

under some trees. 

I enjoyed 

learning about 

more and love 

singing our 

harvest song to 

practise my 

counting. 

I love dough 

disco. I am really 

good at rolling 

the dough and 

making a ball. 



  What’s Happened: Autumn A 2022             

 Year 1 Jelly Fish                         

 

       
I enjoyed 

Geography and 

learning about 

China. 

I enjoyed learning 

about 2D and 3D 

shapes in maths. 

I enjoyed 

rolling balls 

in PE 

I enjoyed 

writing about 

animals in 

English. 

I enjoyed 

flower and 

leaf printing 

in Art. 

 



  What’s Happened: Autumn A 2022             

 Year 2 Sea Turtles                        

 

       

I liked going on the swing 

in forest school. I also 

built a den and used a 

rope to tie it together. 

I enjoyed making pumpkin 

soup. I practised my 

chopping, scooping, 

stirring and tasting skills! 

I liked making 

pumpkin soup. I 

finished the whole 

bowl! 

I enjoyed searching 

for long sticks to 

use to build a den. I 

also spent time 

digging holes to 

plant pumpkin 

seeds and stand up 

a flag pole. 

I liked creating patterns 

in the Styrofoam and 

painting them to make 

a print. 

I enjoyed making pumpkin 

soup. I especially liked 

stirring the vegetable stock 

and mixing all of the 

ingredients together. 

I really liked forest school this 

term. I had lots of fun on the 

swings and I helped my 

teacher and friends to build a 

den using sticks. 
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 Year 3 Orcas    

 

                    

 

       



  What’s Happened: Autumn A 2022             

 Year 4 Sea Otters                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

     

I have enjoyed learning about 

the different layers of the 

rainforest and the animals 

that live there. I also have 

been learning about the 

impact of deforestation in the 

world. 

 

I have been learning about 

Claudette Colvin and how she 

fought for equal rights in our 

lesson about Black History. I 

have enjoyed creating fact 

files in English about animals 

from the rainforest. 

 

I have enjoyed P.E where we 

have been learning different 

hockey skills – how to hold a 

hockey stick, how to pass and 

how to score a goal. In science 

I enjoyed learning about 

different animals and how to 

group them. 

 

I enjoyed learning about 

African dancing and 

performing our dance for the 

Harvest Festival. I have also 

been learning about the royal 

family and our new King. 

 

I have been learning about the animals that live in the 

rainforest and creating a fact file about them. I enjoyed 

learning about different printing techniques in art, we 

focussed on the work of Andy Warhol. 

 

I have been learning about the 

creation story of Adam and Eve in 

R.E. I have also enjoyed geography, 

learning about the name of 

different types of forests in the 

world - tropical, boreal, coniferous 

and deciduous! 

 

I enjoyed learning about 

how to make different 

amounts of money in 

maths. I have also worked 

hard at learning new 

vocabulary in all of my 

lessons. 

 



                                                  

   

   

 

 

                      

I liked our 

science lessons 

and learning 

about why we 

look like our 

parents. 

I have enjoyed 

our P.E. lesson 

and really 

liked learning 

how to play 

badminton.  

I am also 

proud that 

now I am 

writing in 

paragraphs! 

I really 

enjoyed our 

experiment in 

science where 

we 

investigated 

why birds 

need 

different 

beaks. 

I have really 

enjoyed our art 

lessons. I have 

learned how to 

improve my drawing 

and how to create a 

self-portrait in 

printing. 

I liked 

learning how 

to create my 

own 

PowerPoint in 

computing. It 

was lots of 

fun adding in 

animations! 
 

I love 

swimming 

and I am 

working 

hard to 

improve my 

skills !  

I have really 

enjoyed P.E. 

I have 

improved my 

running in 

cross-

country and 

can run much 

farther now! 

I loved our 

maths lessons! 

I have 

learned all 

about place 

value and feel 

much more 

confident 

now! 

 

I have really 

enjoyed our 

music sessions. 

I know what 

tempo is and I 

can keep the 

tempo when 

playing musical 

instruments. 

What’s Happened: Autumn A 2022 

Year 5 Pufferfish 

I really like 

English and I 

am proud that 

I can read and 

write more 

words. I am 

trying hard to 

improve my 

handwriting 

too! 

. 



What’s Happened: Autumn B 2022 

Year 6 Seahorse  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
I liked climbing at PGL. I 

climbed really high.  

Fort 
I liked the zip wire at 

PGL. I was scared, but 

it was fun.  

Fort 
I liked signing the 

poem at the Harvest 

Festival.  

 

Fort 

I enjoyed making pumpkin 

soup. It tasted nice. 

 

I like swimming, I like going 

through the hoop. 



  What’s Happened: Autumn A 2022             

 Year 6 Manta Rays                    

 

       

I enjoyed designing and printing a 

piece of art like William Morris. 

I liked making bread for harvest, 

following instructions. 

I loved the giant swing 

at PGL and sleeping in 

the same room as my 

friends.  

I loved the giant swing 

because it was so fun 

and scary.  

The giant swing was my 

favourite activity at 

PGL, it was so high!  

I have loved learning how to 

do column addition to add 

numbers that have 

thousands!  


